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Background 
 

The vast majority of Somalis who have remained in their country continue to rely on 

remittance money sent from abroad. Although smaller waves of immigration have 

occurred for many years,1 prolonged political and economic turmoil coupled with 

periods of violence and humanitarian crisis have caused the number of Somali 

immigrants to spike in the last twenty years. This population outflow has resulted in an 

extensive diaspora network across the globe, with communities established across the 

Greater Horn of Africa, the Gulf States, North America, and Europe. Estimates on the 

size of the Somali diaspora range from 1–1.5 million people globally,2 or approximately 

14 percent of Somalia’s total population.  

 

These diaspora communities have traditionally remained actively engaged on Somali 

political and economic developments from their adopted countries. One of the 

diaspora’s primary ties to the homeland comes in the form of remittances—money that 

is sent on a regular basis to family and friends in Somalia. These funds have often been 

called a lifeline for the Somali people, covering the costs of needs such as food, 

education, and health care.3 Although the exact scale of remittance flows is difficult to 

pinpoint, estimates have ranged from $750 million to $1.6 billion annually and these 

funds account for nearly 60 percent of the Somali recipients’ average annual incomes.4  

                                                 
 
1 United Nations Development Programme, Somalia’s Missing Million: The Somali Diaspora and Its Role 

in Development (Nairobi, Kenya: UNDP Somalia, 2009), p. 6. 
2 United Nations Development Programme, Cash and Compassion: The Role of the Somali Diaspora in 

Relief, Development, and Peace-Building (London: UNDP, 2011), p. 12, 

http://eprints.soas.ac.uk/13076/1/Cash_and_compassion_final.pdf. 
3 Among others, see James Cockayne with Liat Shetret, “Capitalizing on Trust: Harnessing Somali 

Remittances for Counterterrorism, Human Rights, and State Building,” Center on Global Counterterrorism 

Cooperation, March 2012, http://globalcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/CapitalizingOnTrust.pdf; 

and Manuel Orozco and Julia Yansura, “Keeping the Lifeline Open: Remittances and Markets in Somalia,” 

Oxfam, Adeso, and Inter-American Dialogue, 31 July 2013, http://www.oxfam.org/en/research/keeping-

lifeline-open.  
4 Orozco and Yansura, “Keeping the Lifeline Open: Remittances and Markets in Somalia,” p. 10.  

http://eprints.soas.ac.uk/13076/1/Cash_and_compassion_final.pdf
http://globalcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/CapitalizingOnTrust.pdf
http://www.oxfam.org/en/research/keeping-lifeline-open
http://www.oxfam.org/en/research/keeping-lifeline-open
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Remittance transactions are processed by money service businesses (MSBs), also 

known as hawalas, which provide access to financial services across Somalia in places 

where formal banking systems do not exist. International financial institutions provide 

“holding accounts” for MSBs to deposit funds from senders before they are wired to the 

payout locations where they will reach recipients. Due to the rapid turnover in MSB 

bank accounts and the varying customer due diligence (CDD) standards in the 

jurisdictions that receive the transferred funds, MSBs have come under increased global 

scrutiny in recent years and been identified as an area of vulnerability for criminal use, 

including terrorist financing. In response to tightened anti–money laundering and 

countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) regulations and the imposition of 

high penalties for noncompliance, there has been a rising trend among financial 

institutions to exit relationships with clients deemed “high risk”—including many of the 

Somali MSBs. 

 

Somalis are not the only remitting community confronted with this problem, but de-

risking has proven to be particularly pervasive for the Somali community in terms of 

both targeting and impact. In 2001 the U.S. government shut down the operations of al-

Barakaat—which, before the attacks of September 11, was the largest MSB serving 

Somalis—because of suspicions that it had been used as a channel to funnel money to 

al-Qaida. Despite the 9/11 Commission’s finding that hawalas including al-Barakaat 

were not used to fund the 9/11 operation itself,5 some unrelated incidents in which 

individuals of Somali origin were found to have funneled money for terrorist purposes 

through MSBs received significant media attention.6 Financial institutions are thus 

increasingly wary of engaging with MSBs, and in recent years a number of banks, 

including Sunrise Community Bank, Barclays Bank, and Westpac Bank, have begun 

closing remittance accounts.  

 

Beyond providing vital sustenance funding to relatives in Somalia, many diaspora 

members see remittances as part of their social obligation and a way to contribute 

toward financial stability and the rebuilding of their communities despite the 

geographical distance.7 While other diaspora populations must also scramble to identify 

new financial institutions following account closures, humanitarian concerns and the 

absence of a financial infrastructure compound the urgency of the problem for the many 

people in Somalia who are largely reliant on remittance funds. Due in part to the 

negative media attention resulting from the terrorism financing cases involving hawalas 

that serve the Somali community, many in the Somali diaspora perceive the 

discrimination by financial institutions against them to be greater than that faced by 

other diaspora communities.  

                                                 
5 9/11 Commission, “The 9/11 Commission Report,” 22 July 2004, p. 499, http://www.9-

11commission.gov/report/911Report.pdf. 
6 For more background on two unrelated incidents, see “Finland: 4 Charged With Funding Somali 

Militants,” Associated Press, 17 September 2014, http://www.bigstory.ap.org/article/finland-4-charged-

funding-somali-militants; and “Women Charged With Financing Somali Group al Shabaab: U.S. 

Prosecutors,” Reuters, 23 July 2014, http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/07/23/us-usa-crime-alshabaab-

idUSKBN0FS28920140723.  
7 “The High Price of Losing Remittances,” World Policy Institute, World Views on Global Challenges 

(blog), 13 February 2014, http://www.worldpolicy.org/blog/2014/02/13/high-price-losing-remittances. 

http://www.9-11commission.gov/report/911Report.pdf
http://www.9-11commission.gov/report/911Report.pdf
http://www.bigstory.ap.org/article/finland-4-charged-funding-somali-militants
http://www.bigstory.ap.org/article/finland-4-charged-funding-somali-militants
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/07/23/us-usa-crime-alshabaab-idUSKBN0FS28920140723
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/07/23/us-usa-crime-alshabaab-idUSKBN0FS28920140723
http://www.worldpolicy.org/blog/2014/02/13/high-price-losing-remittances
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With these vital funds at risk, it has become increasingly important to understand 

specific remittance corridors and sending practices in order to design appropriate policy 

that encourages financial inclusion and economic integration, and provides incentives 

for banks to maintain these crucial relationships.8 Although the United Kingdom 

remains the primary European destination for Somali immigration, Denmark has seen a 

spike in the number of Somali refugees seeking asylum in recent years—rising from 

just 66 applications lodged in 2009 to 769 in 2013.9 Denmark’s current Somali diaspora 

population, which includes both well-established members and recent arrivals, is 

estimated at 19,508.10 A large percentage of the diaspora send remittances to Somalia, 

with Oxfam America estimating that in 2007, $45 million was sent annually from 

nearly 13,000 senders in Denmark.11  

 

While there is much literature and news coverage available on Somali remittance 

linkages to other diaspora communities across North America and Western Europe, the 

body of literature available on challenges and opportunities for the Danish-Somali 

remittance corridor is comparatively small.12 With a large portion of the Somali 

diaspora in Denmark sending remittances and increasing global scrutiny on AML/CFT 

practices, the regulatory climate for MSBs in Denmark has become an important 

component of Somali diaspora relations. In July 2014, the Danish Financial Supervisory 

Authority (FSA), known as the Finanstilsynet,13 released a statement that Dahab Shiil 

Money Transfer Service Ltd.’s operations within Denmark have not been in full 

compliance with Danish AML legislation following an inspection and investigation that 

began in July 2013. The FSA has since ordered the company to establish procedures for 

the reporting of suspicious customer activity in line with Danish AML legislation and to 

“cease to have agents” outside its main office in Copenhagen.14 With inquiries into 

Dahab Shiil’s operational compliance ongoing, it is likely that investigations will also 

spread to other Somali MSBs operating in Denmark. In the absence of a clear 

delineation and mutual understanding of roles and responsibilities between regulators 

and MSB operators, the experiences of account closures in the United States, the United 

Kingdom, and Australia run the risk of being repeated in Denmark. 

 

                                                 
8 For more information, see Emiko Todoroki, Wameek Noor, Kuntay Celik, and Anoma Kulathunga, 

“Making Remittances Work: Balancing Financial Integrity and Inclusion,” The World Bank, 2014, 

http://www-

wds.worldbank.org/external/default/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/2014/06/06/000442464_2014060613354

3/Rendered/PDF/884820PUB0Box300EPI2101090May292014.pdf.  
9 “VAN5: Asylum Seekers by Citizenship and Type of Asylum,” Statistics Denmark, accessed 12 

December 2014, http://www.statbank.dk/VAN5. 
10 “Population in Denmark at the First Day of the Quarter by Municipality, Sex, Age, Marital Status, 

Ancestry, Country of Origin and Citizenship,” Statistics Denmark, 2014Q4, 

http://www.statbank.dk/statbank5a/default.asp?w=1280. 
11 Orozco and Yansura, “Keeping the Lifeline Open: Remittances and Markets in Somalia,” p. 8.  
12 See Dr. Abdulkadir Osman Farah, “Formal and Informal Mobilization of the Somali Diaspora,” in 

Somalia: Exploring a Way Out, National Civic Forum, May 2011, pp. 24–35, 

http://ke.boell.org/sites/default/files/ncf_somalia._exploring_a_way_out_book.pdf. 
13 Danish Financial Supervisory Authority, https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/en. 
14 Danish Financial Supervisory Authority, “Statement on inspection of Dahab Shiil Money Transfer 

Service ApS” (translated from Danish), 3 July 2014, https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/da/Tal-og-

fakta/Vurderinger-af-finansielle-virksomheder/2014/VU-Dahab-Shiil-030714.aspx.  

http://www-wds.worldbank.org/external/default/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/2014/06/06/000442464_20140606133543/Rendered/PDF/884820PUB0Box300EPI2101090May292014.pdf
http://www-wds.worldbank.org/external/default/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/2014/06/06/000442464_20140606133543/Rendered/PDF/884820PUB0Box300EPI2101090May292014.pdf
http://www-wds.worldbank.org/external/default/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/2014/06/06/000442464_20140606133543/Rendered/PDF/884820PUB0Box300EPI2101090May292014.pdf
http://www.statbank.dk/VAN5
http://www.statbank.dk/statbank5a/default.asp?w=1280
http://ke.boell.org/sites/default/files/ncf_somalia._exploring_a_way_out_book.pdf
https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/en
https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/da/Tal-og-fakta/Vurderinger-af-finansielle-virksomheder/2014/VU-Dahab-Shiil-030714.aspx
https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/da/Tal-og-fakta/Vurderinger-af-finansielle-virksomheder/2014/VU-Dahab-Shiil-030714.aspx
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This policy brief examines Somali remittance practices in Denmark and the operations 

of Somali MSBs. Additionally, it offers insights into Somali perceptions of diaspora 

relations in Denmark in order to better understand the underlying socio-political 

considerations related to the existing regulatory climate for MSBs. Research for this 

policy brief was conducted through a desk review of the English language literature on 

the topic as well as selected translations in Danish and Somali, and field interviews with 

government actors, private sector representatives, and community leaders in three 

Danish cities: Aalborg, Aarhus, and Copenhagen. The brief  

 

1. Provides contextual background of the remittance climate and Somali diaspora 

relations in Denmark,  

2. Discusses general trends in MSB operations in Denmark, as well as perceptions 

of those operations, and  

3. Concludes with recommendations for key actors related to regulation. 

 

MSB Operations in Denmark 
 

Danish regulations for MSBs are aimed at allowing the safe passage of remittances 

while also countering money laundering/terrorism financing threats. The FSA of 

Denmark is the entity responsible for “supervising compliance with financial legislation 

by financial undertakings (enterprises).” According to the Danish Financial Business 

Act, it has the authority to issue licenses15 to such institutions within Denmark. Within 

the FSA there is a specific “governance, anti-money laundering and payment services” 

division16 to handle the operations of MSBs operating under Danish jurisdiction. 

 

The FSA provides a comprehensive public listing of the enterprises under its 

supervision. To be licensed by the FSA as an independent and stand-alone hawala 

within Denmark, MSBs are listed as “payment services area” institutions “with 

restricted authorization.”17 The list currently includes four Somali MSBs: Amal Express 

Financial Service, Dahab Shiil Money Transfer Service ApS, Iftin Express, and the 

Somali Welfare Association. According to one interviewee, another company has 

submitted an application for a license and will receive one pending final approval from 

the FSA. Many of these companies were only registered in recent years, between June 

2010 and July 2012.18 The “restricted authorization” permits these businesses receive 

are in accordance with the Payment Services and Electronic Money Act, which lists 

money remittances as payment services in Annex 1, subsection 6.19 Section 38, 

subsection 2 of the law pertains to MSBs, qualifying them to be licensed as long as the  

                                                 
15 Government of Denmark, “Financial Business Act,” 20 August 2009, Section 14.-(1), p. 12. 
16 Danish Financial Supervisory Authority, “Organizational Chart,” 30 September 2014, 

https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/en/Om-os/Organisationsdiagram.aspx. 
 17 Danish Financial Supervisory Authority, “Restricted Authorisation,” 

https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/en/Tal-og-fakta/Virksomheder-under-tilsyn/VUT-

soegning.aspx?aid=Payment+services+area&ctid=Restricted+authorisation.  
18 Amal was registered in September 2011, Dahab Shiil in June 2010, Iftin in April 2011, and the Somali 

Welfare Association in July 2012.  
19 Danish Financial Supervisory Authority, “Payment Services and Electronic Money Act,” 26 April 2011, 

https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/en/Regler-og-praksis/Translated-regulations/~/media/Regler-og-

praksis/2012/C_Act365_2011_new.ashx. 

https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/en/Om-os/Organisationsdiagram.aspx
https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/en/Tal-og-fakta/Virksomheder-under-tilsyn/VUT-soegning.aspx?aid=Payment+services+area&ctid=Restricted+authorisation
https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/en/Tal-og-fakta/Virksomheder-under-tilsyn/VUT-soegning.aspx?aid=Payment+services+area&ctid=Restricted+authorisation
https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/en/Regler-og-praksis/Translated-regulations/~/media/Regler-og-praksis/2012/C_Act365_2011_new.ashx
https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/en/Regler-og-praksis/Translated-regulations/~/media/Regler-og-praksis/2012/C_Act365_2011_new.ashx
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“preceding 12 months’ average total amount of (their) payment transactions . . . (does 

not) exceed EUR 3 million per month.”20 Section 38, subsection 2 of the Payment 

Services and Electronic Money Act also covers the operations of agents of MSBs, with 

the line: “any agent for which the undertaking assumes full liability.”21  

 

In Denmark, Somali MSB agents operate in two ways. Somali communities in Danish 

cities are small22 compared to the communities in London,23 Minneapolis,24 and 

Toronto.25 Because of this, many of the registered MSBs in Denmark may only have 

one main office, which is often in Copenhagen. To serve customers in other areas where 

the Somali diaspora is present, such as Aarhus, Aalborg, Kolding, and Odense, they 

contract agents in each of these cities to serve as representatives and employees of their 

MSB. These agents gain access to the Danish MSB branch’s bank account so they can 

transfer the money from their location to the main office in Copenhagen. From there, 

the funds leave Denmark for their intended recipients in Somalia or other locations in 

the Greater Horn of Africa.  

 

These agents also operate as employees of MSBs that are not independently licensed in 

Denmark. These MSBs do not have official branches in Denmark, but are instead 

affiliated with more recognizable and well-known MSBs—often not Somali-specific in 

affiliation—that serve as their parent companies, including Euronet Payment Services, 

MoneyGram, Western Union, and Xpress Money Services Limited. According to the 

Danish FSA’s website, there are 666 of these registered MSB “agents” in Denmark 

listed under the “payment services area.”26 This number is inclusive of all MSBs rather 

than those that serve the Somali community alone. The companies with which they are 

affiliated are obligated to comply with the Danish AML Act as per their licensing, and 

are thus responsible for ensuring the AML/CFT compliance of their agents.27 

                                                 
20 Ibid., 15. 
21 Ibid., 15. 
22 Copenhagen is the Danish city with the highest number of people of Somali origin (4,974 at the end of 

2014). See “Population in Denmark at the First Day of the Quarter by Municipality, Sex, Age, Marital 

Status, Ancestry, Country of Origin and Citizenship,” Statistics Denmark, 2014Q4, 

http://www.statbank.dk/statbank5a/default.asp?w=1280. 
23 The United Kingdom’s most recent census took place in 2011, and placed the number of Somali-born 

individuals residing in London at approximately 65,333. See United Kingdom Office for National 

Statistics, “2011 Census: Country of Birth (detailed), Local Authorities in England and Wales,” 2011, 

http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/census/2011-census/key-statistics-for-local-authorities-in-england-and-

wales/rft-table-qs203ew.xls. 
24 According to the 2010 American Community Survey, approximately 25,000 people with Somali ancestry 

live in Minneapolis. See Elizabeth Dunbar, “Nearly 1 in 3 US Somalis live in Minnesota,” MPR News, 14 

December 2010, http://www.mprnews.org/story/2010/12/14/american-community-survey-initial-findings. 
25 According to the 2011 National Household Survey conducted by the Government of Canada, 21,455 

people of Somali ethnic origin live in the Toronto area. See Statistics Canada, “National Household Survey 

2011: Census Metropolitan Areas and Census Agglomerations,” 2011, http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-

enm/2011/dp-pd/prof/details/download-telecharger/comprehensive/comp-csv-tab-nhs-enm.cfm?Lang=E. 
26 Danish Financial Supervisory Authority, “Agent in Denmark,” accessed 11 December 2014, 

https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/en/Tal-og-fakta/Virksomheder-under-tilsyn/VUT-

soegning.aspx?aid=Payment+services+area&ctid=Agent+in+Denmark. 
27 Government of Denmark, “Act on Measures to Prevent Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism,” 

11 May 2007, 

https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/upload/Finanstilsynet/Mediafiles/newdoc/Acts/CAct442_110507new.pdf. 

http://www.statbank.dk/statbank5a/default.asp?w=1280
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/census/2011-census/key-statistics-for-local-authorities-in-england-and-wales/rft-table-qs203ew.xls
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/census/2011-census/key-statistics-for-local-authorities-in-england-and-wales/rft-table-qs203ew.xls
http://www.mprnews.org/story/2010/12/14/american-community-survey-initial-findings
http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/prof/details/download-telecharger/comprehensive/comp-csv-tab-nhs-enm.cfm?Lang=E
http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/prof/details/download-telecharger/comprehensive/comp-csv-tab-nhs-enm.cfm?Lang=E
https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/en/Tal-og-fakta/Virksomheder-under-tilsyn/VUT-soegning.aspx?aid=Payment+services+area&ctid=Agent+in+Denmark
https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/en/Tal-og-fakta/Virksomheder-under-tilsyn/VUT-soegning.aspx?aid=Payment+services+area&ctid=Agent+in+Denmark
https://www.finanstilsynet.dk/upload/Finanstilsynet/Mediafiles/newdoc/Acts/CAct442_110507new.pdf
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Selected Perceptions from MSB Operators 
 

During field interviews, the research team spoke with a limited but diverse selection of 

community members and Somali MSB operators in Aalborg, Aarhus, and Copenhagen 

about their perceptions of the MSB industry in Denmark and their experience operating 

in the Danish regulatory environment. Individual remittance transactions often average 

between $100 and $300. Breakdowns of the final destinations for remittance funds 

varied by MSB, but one representative estimated that 80 percent of remittances sent 

through their MSB in Denmark were going to Somalia, with the remaining 20 percent 

going to Somali communities in East African countries, including Ethiopia, Kenya, and 

Uganda. All of those interviewed emphatically stressed the importance of compliance 

with Danish AML legislation in order to keep their licenses or to maintain their agent 

status under other businesses, though they described their view of the law as being 

“very strict.”28  

 

Adequate compliance with this relatively new legislation involves increased operating 

costs and a substantial time commitment, requiring MSBs to keep extensive records, 

conduct regular audits, and provide ongoing AML/CFT training for staff. In 

highlighting the change in MSB prospects since the updates to the Danish AML law, 

one former MSB operator joked that in order to own an MSB branch and stay abreast of 

all of the regulatory requirements, one needs an advanced banking degree.29 In addition 

to being licensed by Denmark, many MSBs also must be licensed by their business’ 

headquarters, which involves its own set of compliance and training requirements. 

While interviewees acknowledged the value of the principles they learned at these 

trainings, these dual requirements force MSBs to dedicate significant resources to 

training programs for their Denmark-based employees. Oftentimes, a company’s 

compliance officer will travel from headquarters to all of the jurisdictions in which the 

MSB operates to provide in-depth trainings on CDD and reporting guidelines and 

requirements, limiting the compliance officer’s desk time in the company’s home 

office.30  

 

MSB representatives also indicated that the record-keeping requirements are a time-

consuming process that is difficult to conduct with limited staff capacities. Some MSB 

operators struggled with the amount of information they are required to aggregate, 

retain, and then provide to regulators for each transaction by customers who “they 

know” and “who know them.” There remained a view among some that their primary 

responsibility in terms of compliance is to collect relevant identification information  

from customers and share this with regulatory authorities, rather than proactively 

monitor for suspicious activity or ask too many questions about the source of funds.31  

 

Interviewees generally noted a shift in the viability of hawalas as a long-term source of 

revenue for owners. Representatives of several companies indicated that the cost of 

                                                 
28 Interviews with authors, Copenhagen, October 2014. 
29 Interview with authors, Copenhagen, October 2014. 
30 Interviews with authors, Aalborg, Aarhus, and Copenhagen, October 2014. 
31 Interviews with authors, Aalborg, Aarhus, and Copenhagen, October 2014. 
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compliance is making it more expensive to process and send remittances, lowering their 

profits on each transaction and often resulting in their barely breaking even. The MSB 

owners who were interviewed for this research noted that hawala organizations should 

not be conceived of as small for-profit businesses but, rather, as the embodiment of the 

obligation of Somali diaspora communities across the world to their homeland. Even 

though one representative emphasized that some hawala operators are looking to exit 

the Danish market, he noted that other individuals within the community would step up 

to fill that absence due to this sense of responsibility. This duty is also honored equally 

by the Danish sending community; according to one interviewee, even when senders in 

Denmark have no available money, they borrow or apply for a personal loan in order to 

send their monthly remittance payments to Somalia. The significance of this practice as 

a cornerstone of Somali social responsibility is important to consider when discussing 

the regulatory structures for MSBs. Hawala owners in particular may view increased 

AML/CFT scrutiny as suspicion directed at the Somali community, rather than a 

practice applied to all MSBs operating around the world. 

 

Despite the current prevalence of remittances, many interviewees expressed concern 

that a form of remittance decay32—a decreasing volume of funds sent by Somalis in 

Denmark to Somalia—is on the horizon for the community as the Danish-born Somali 

generation reaches employment age.33 Many second generation Somalis have never 

visited their homeland and no longer have nuclear family members living in that 

country. They feel less connected to their homeland and identify more with Danish 

society—a factor that could reduce their willingness to send remittances in the future. 

Additionally, interviewees suggested that the second generation has come to view 

remittances as a negative practice, creating a culture of dependency that is not 

beneficial to rebuilding Somalia. According to some interviewees, many of the younger 

generation have indicated a preference to supporting development and investment 

opportunities as opposed to the traditional person-to-person remittance structures. 

Examples include remittances for school fees, business development, and as rewards for 

educational achievement. The shift in the purpose of remittances also has had an impact 

on sending practices, with senders moving away from small, regular contributions to 

more infrequent and larger contributions. As the Danish community seeks to regulate 

the industry, transaction amounts and frequency become important variables, as these 

transactions are currently viewed as “irregular” and may be otherwise flagged as 

suspicious.34  

 

In terms of sending trends and patterns, MSB operators explained that every three 

months they observe an influx of remittance traffic coinciding with the schedule of 

Danish welfare and child support payments. MSBs and community leaders also raised 

the common occurrence of hagbad-type scenarios, in which groups—often led by 

women—collect funds to serve as a pooled savings account in which available funds 

                                                 
32 For a thorough discussion of the term “remittance decay,” as well as its applications and occurrences, see 

Elizabeth M. Grieco, “Will Migrant Remittances Continue Through Time? A New Answer to an Old 

Question,” in UNESCO International Journal on Multicultural Societies vol. 6, no. 2 (2004): pp. 243–52, 

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0013/001385/138592E.pdf#page=50. 
33 Interviews with authors, Aalborg, Aarhus, and Copenhagen, October 2014. 
34 Ibid. 

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0013/001385/138592E.pdf#page=50
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are rotated among participating individuals. Interviewees noted that welfare 

associations such as the Somali Welfare Association collect money from diaspora 

members and send one lump sum payment to Somalia to save on transaction costs.35 

These examples complement the trend of diaspora members in Denmark choosing to 

finance more expensive endeavors rather than smaller-scale remittance payments to 

individuals. 

 

Diaspora Relations: A Somali Perspective 
 

Denmark is considered an attractive and welcoming place for immigrants, offering a 

generous and supportive social welfare system with high levels of public provision for 

health care, education, and unemployment benefits that are accessible to all citizens and 

residents. In 2014, Denmark spent 30 percent of its annual GDP on social expenditures, 

well above the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

average of 21 percent.36 Somali refugees in particular remain, however, one of the least 

integrated minority groups in Denmark. For example, in 2010 only 34 percent of men 

and 22 percent of Somali women were employed, due in large part to limited education 

and language difficulties.37  

 

As an increasing number of Somalis settle in Denmark and a second generation is born 

and raised there, more attention has been paid to the relationship between the Danish 

government and the Somali diaspora. Denmark is a small country with a relatively 

homogeneous population and a strong national identity,38 and the recent rise in Somali 

immigration has led to growing concern about its impact as well as the challenges of 

refugee integration. This concern has manifested itself in the tightening of asylum 

legislation, which has been perceived by some as a method of preserving “Danish 

culture.”39 These shifting cultural perceptions may have an impact on the ongoing 

development of Somali diaspora relations in Denmark, and here the research team 

provides a brief snapshot of some of the key issues that surfaced during interviews with 

15 diaspora members. While these cannot be taken as representative of the entire 

Somali experience in Denmark, they provide some insight into the underlying  

socio-political elements of diaspora relations that offer a useful context in which to 

frame the AML/CFT policymaking and regulatory frameworks.  

 

The Danish government has strict requirements for citizenship, which many Somalis 

interviewed see as a strategy to preserve the homogeneity of Danish society. In order to 

become a citizen, one must have a permanent residency permit, proof of residency for 

                                                 
35 Interviews with authors, Copenhagen, October 2014. 
36 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, “Social Expenditure-Aggregated Data,” 

Data extracted 12 December 2014, http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=SOCX_AGG. 
37 Ulla Plon, “Denmark’s Somali Community: Breeding Ground for Extremists?” 

Are Somalis in Denmark Being Drawn to Radicalism?” TIME.com, last modified 6 January 2010, 

http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1951906,00.html. 
38 Nauja Kleist, “Spaces of Recognition: An Analysis of Somali-Danish Associational Engagement and 

Diasporic Mobilization,” April 2007, p. 118, 

http://www.diis.dk/files/media/publications/import/nauja_kleist_2007_-_spaces_of_recognition1.pdf. 
39 Deborah Sporton and Gill Valentine, Identities on the Move: The Integration Experiences of Somali 

Refugee and Asylum Seeker Young People (Swindon, United Kingdom: Economic and Social Research 

Council, 2007), p. 11, https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.268533!/file/identities_on_the_move.pdf.  

http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=SOCX_AGG
http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1951906,00.html
http://www.diis.dk/files/media/publications/import/nauja_kleist_2007_-_spaces_of_recognition1.pdf
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.268533!/file/identities_on_the_move.pdf
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nine years, and cannot have received public assistance under the Active Social Policy 

Act or the Integration Act within the last year or for more than 30 months in the past 

five years. Applicants also cannot have any outstanding public debt or have been 

sentenced to prison terms of 18 months or for more than 60 days for a violation of Penal 

Code chapters 12 and 13, which are related to terrorism.40 The requirements that were 

most frequently cited by the Somalis interviewed for this study, however, were related 

to the language and citizenship test requirements. The Danish government requires 

foreign nationals to pass a Danish language exam, the Danish Test 2 or its equivalent, 

as well as a citizenship test that emphasizes aspects of daily and active political life. 

Finally, applicants must also sign a declaration of allegiance and loyalty to Denmark 

and Danish society.41 Previously, Denmark had required applicants to renounce their 

prior citizenship, but has recently relaxed those requirements for refugees—although 

renouncing is still encouraged for other non-refugee applications.42 

 

Somali interviewees in Denmark found these requirements to be challenging for their 

community, particularly as those interviewed did not perceive inherent benefits in 

obtaining citizenship given that it was not a prerequisite for welfare assistance. The 

only benefit that was noted consistently was the ability to travel more freely and to 

potentially relocate to other countries within the EU, including the United Kingdom, 

which is viewed as a “more Somali friendly community.”43 The disconnect between 

residency and citizenship has arguably contributed to the Somali diaspora’s continued 

identification as Somali over Danish. This identification, coupled with the community’s 

heavy engagement in political and economic affairs in Somalia, has also encouraged the 

development of a perceived divide between the Somali diaspora and the Danish 

citizenry. This divide has been further exacerbated by the rise of right-wing political 

groups in Denmark. Some indicated that many Somalis feel that they are not accepted 

by society, and as a result have been largely excluded from participation in both the 

labor market and in Danish civil and political institutions.44 

 

The Danish government has worked to engage with diaspora organizations on social 

and political issues, including providing support for diaspora-led relief, rehabilitation, 

and development projects in Somalia. One key example is the establishment of the 

Danish Refugee Council Diaspora Programme funded by the Danish aid agency 

DANIDA. This fund, established for Somali and Afghan refugees, provides financial 

support and offers training programs on the design, planning, and implementation of 

development projects. To date, it has supported projects such as midwifery training, the 

                                                 
40 Danish Ministry of Justice, “Disclaimer,” accessed 12 December 2014, (translated from Danish), 

http://www.justitsministeriet.dk/arbejdsomr%C3%A5der/statsborgerskab/udenlandske-

statsborgere/betingelser. 
41 Danish Ministry of Justice, “Crime,” accessed 12 December 2014, Danish Ministry of Justice, 

“Disclaimer,” accessed 12 December 2014 (translated from original Danish), 

http://www.justitsministeriet.dk/arbejdsomr%C3%A5der/statsborgerskab/udenlandske-

statsborgere/betingelser/kriminalitet.  
42 Danish Ministry of Justice, “Renunciation of Present Nationality,” accessed 12 December 2014, 

(translated from original Danish), 

http://www.justitsministeriet.dk/arbejdsomr%C3%A5der/statsborgerskab/udenlandske-

statsborgere/betingelser/afkald-p%C3%A5-hidtidigt.  
43 Interviews with authors, Aalborg, Aarhus, and Copenhagen, October 2014. 
44 Interviews with authors, Aalborg, Aarhus, and Copenhagen, October 2014. 

http://www.justitsministeriet.dk/arbejdsomr%C3%A5der/statsborgerskab/udenlandske-statsborgere/betingelser
http://www.justitsministeriet.dk/arbejdsomr%C3%A5der/statsborgerskab/udenlandske-statsborgere/betingelser
http://www.justitsministeriet.dk/arbejdsomr%C3%A5der/statsborgerskab/udenlandske-statsborgere/betingelser/kriminalitet
http://www.justitsministeriet.dk/arbejdsomr%C3%A5der/statsborgerskab/udenlandske-statsborgere/betingelser/kriminalitet
http://www.justitsministeriet.dk/arbejdsomr%C3%A5der/statsborgerskab/udenlandske-statsborgere/betingelser/afkald-p%C3%A5-hidtidigt
http://www.justitsministeriet.dk/arbejdsomr%C3%A5der/statsborgerskab/udenlandske-statsborgere/betingelser/afkald-p%C3%A5-hidtidigt
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construction of a water pipeline, and childhood education initiatives in Somalia, among 

others.45 One Somali interviewee who had participated in the application process 

indicated, however, that even this program was very complex and required a high 

degree of Danish language proficiency as well as experience developing programs 

within the Danish context.46 

 

The research team also noted challenges in identifying credible and sustainable diaspora 

organizations. There is no clear process for establishment, and many of these groups are 

informal organizations developed according to Somali clan structures. This lack of 

structure presents challenges for the Danish government’s efforts to engage, as the 

diaspora has yet to establish a clear and unified voice with which to advocate for 

diaspora issues within the country. This difficulty was illustrated at the recent High 

Level Partnership Forum Copenhagen, a recent conference organized to maintain 

momentum in the political transition process established through the New Deal 

Conference in 2013.47 The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark limited event 

participants to 335 people, with only 205 allowed in the same room as the President of 

the Federal Government of Somalia, due to security and facilitation concerns. This 

number is, however, much lower than similar events held in London and Minneapolis.48 

There was also an online registration requirement for the conference, which many felt 

was discriminatory against the Somali diaspora in Denmark, who often have low levels 

of general literacy and/or lack computer access.49 Diaspora organization representatives 

who met with the research team saw these events as another example of the Danish 

government’s unwillingness to engage with the community or accept them as positive 

stakeholders, further contributing to feelings of alienation. 

 

In isolated instances, challenges including the difficulties in starting a new life in 

Denmark and the increasingly xenophobic tone of right-wing politicians have 

contributed to members of the Somali diaspora community in Denmark leaning toward 

radical Islamism.50 In May 2012, two Danish brothers of Somali origin were arrested on 

suspicions of plotting a terrorist attack. Both had been residents of Denmark for over 

fifteen years, yet one was suspected of having undergone training at an al-Shabaab 

camp in Somalia.51 Although the crime was not perpetrated by Somali nationals, 

tensions also escalated with the exposure of a plot to murder staff of a Danish 

newspaper that had published controversial cartoons of the Prophet Mohammed.52  

 

                                                 
45 For more information visit http://drc.dk/relief-work/diaspora-programme.  
46 Interview with authors, Copenhagen, October 2014. 
47 For more information, visit http://www.hlpfcopenhagen.dk/about-the-high-level-partnership-forum-

copenhagen. 
48 Catherine Brett, “Somali Official Accuses Foreign Ministry of Hijacking Diaspora Event,” Copenhagen 

Post, October 30, 2014, http://cphpost.dk/news/somali-official-accuses-foreign-ministry-of-hijacking-

diaspora-event.11412.html. 
49 Ibid. 
50 Ulla Plon, “Denmark’s Somali Community: Breeding Ground for Extremists?”. 
51 “Two Arrested in Denmark Over ‘Terror Plot,’” Al Jazeera English, 29 May 2012, 

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/europe/2012/05/2012529121113769574.html. 
52 “Danish ‘Newspaper-Massacre Plot’ Trial Begins,” Al Jazeera English, 13 April 2012, 

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/europe/2012/04/2012413143724353291.html. 

http://drc.dk/relief-work/diaspora-programme
http://www.hlpfcopenhagen.dk/about-the-high-level-partnership-forum-copenhagen
http://www.hlpfcopenhagen.dk/about-the-high-level-partnership-forum-copenhagen
http://cphpost.dk/news/somali-official-accuses-foreign-ministry-of-hijacking-diaspora-event.11412.html
http://cphpost.dk/news/somali-official-accuses-foreign-ministry-of-hijacking-diaspora-event.11412.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/europe/2012/05/2012529121113769574.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/europe/2012/04/2012413143724353291.html
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These recent incidents, coupled with the rising fear of returning foreign fighters across 

the European Union, have renewed concerns about the vulnerability of the Danish-

Somali remittance corridor to terrorist financing abuse. As the Danish government 

develops policy and regulatory frameworks to counter these vulnerabilities, it is 

important that it also work to ensure that these measures do not further alienate the 

diaspora community but, rather, are designed to support and foster balanced financial 

inclusion and regulatory goals. 

 

Recommendations 
 

Following the FSA investigation’s finding that the compliance mechanisms of one 

licensed MSB in Denmark were inadequate, the operations of other MSB branches and 

agents in Denmark will likely be subject to increased scrutiny in the near future. 

Multilateral engagement among government regulators, Somali MSBs, and financial 

institutions holding MSB bank accounts to raise sector-wide awareness of AML/CFT 

legislation and expectations, demonstrate MSB prioritization of compliance, and 

improve communication will be a proactive step toward preventing worst-case 

scenarios such as MSB bank account closures or MSB operation freezes. This policy 

brief provides a preliminary list of recommendations for stakeholders in the MSB 

system in Denmark: 

 

Danish governmental AML/CFT regulatory bodies should  
 

 Translate new Danish AML law and guidance notes into Somali, issue official 

English translations of these documents, and circulate these translated versions 

among MSBs to alleviate the language barrier identified by interviewees. 

 Conduct an MSB sector assessment to identify trends and favor a risk-based 

approach. 

 Conduct due diligence to identify credible and sustainable diaspora 

organizations and improve communication with these organizations to 

demonstrate support and willingness to engage. 

 Develop databases for dual citizenship identification to support CDD efforts. 

 Issue guidance targeted at MSBs to aid in Suspicious Transaction Report (STR) 

submission and the implementation of CDD requirements (for example, the 

origins of the funds being remitted). 

 Cooperate with financial institutions holding MSB accounts on how to maintain 

the accounts of their high-risk customers and encourage their compliance. 

 Offer clarification on the differences in licensing for agents, employees, 

subagents, and main offices and their operations and legality within Denmark. 

 

Somali MSBs should  
 

 Submit STRs from Danish branches and agents to regulators and also provide 

this information to the international headquarters of their companies. 

 When submitting STRs to regulators, provide the multiple iterations of 

spellings of customer names or potential aliases, nicknames, or abbreviations to 

assist regulators in conducting CDD.  
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 Select a community spokesperson who represents the majority’s views and 

offers a unified voice for the Somali community in interactions with Danish 

government officials on pressing issues affecting the diaspora. 

 Form a remittance union similar to the UK Somali Money Services Association 

and elect a leadership to represent the community in discussions with regulators 

such as the FSA. 

 Work with trusted interlocutors such as nongovernmental organizations or 

community leaders to organize trainings for their branches and agents specific 

to compliance with the Danish AML act. 

 Forge alliances with MSBs serving other diaspora groups in Denmark. 

 Maintain open lines of communication and conduct advocacy efforts with 

banks in Denmark that hold Somali MSB bank accounts to ensure that these 

financial institutions do not drop the accounts. 

 Strengthen information technology systems for Danish branches and agents and 

hire IT consultants who will maintain current website information—for 

example, updated lists of agent contact information in each of the cities in 

Denmark—and who will fortify public websites and internal IT systems against 

phishing attempts. 

 

Financial institutions in Denmark holding bank accounts of Somali MSBs should  
 

 Avoid a “derisking” approach and instead conduct thorough risk assessments of 

perceived “high risk customers” to determine what actions could be taken to 

enhance the working relationship with these customers instead of dropping their 

accounts. 

 Improve communication with any identified high-risk customers, and if the 

decision is made to close their bank accounts, provide them with enough 

advance notice to make alternate arrangements.  

 Encourage cooperation and information sharing with the FSA and the Danish 

State Prosecutor’s Office for Serious Economic and International Crime 

(SØIK) in relation to open cases. 

 Identify and emulate the best practices of institutions that have successfully 

maintained relationships with and the bank accounts of high-risk customers. 
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